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Ralph Marterie · Sounds Off At Military Ball 
Radio-TV Minor Offered 
X Men ~t\.t Music College 
J. Goodman, assistant professor 
of History, Mr. John G. Maupin, 
instructor in Speech and Rev. 
James V. McCummiskey, S.J., in-
structor in Philosophy, plan to 
pattern the proposed televised 
courses after the "Why Be Moral" 
two credit hour ethics course cur-
rently being given over WCET 
by Fr. McCummiskey. 
Popular Ralph Marterie plays 
for the ROTC cadets tonight. 
. Beginning with the Spring 
semester, students majoring 
in English will be able to 
minor in radio-television ac-
cording to an announcement 
by. Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., 
dean of the college of liberal arts. 
An arrangement has been made 
with the College of Music where-
by students will be able to take 
18 hours in radio - television 
training in the College's radio-
television department which is 
under the direction of Dr. Joseph 
Link, Jr., assistant professor of 
economics at Xavier. 
NFCCS, Student Council Start 
At the same time, Xavier's 
Faculty· Television Committee is 
in the process of making plans 
for credit and non-credit courses 
in General Science,. Economics, 
English and Consumer Education 
to be presented over WCET, Cin-
cinnati's Educational TV station. 
Com~ittee Chairman Russell 
J. Walker, dean of the XUEC, to-
gether with Dr. Link, Dr. Edward 
Col. Brown Names 
Regimental Staff; 
Albers Cadet Col. 
Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown, Pro-
fessor of Military Science and 
Tactics announced Tuesday morn-
. ing, the appointment of Jim Al-
.pers as Cadet ... 
(!lo l o n e 1 and 
Commanding 
Officer of t h e 
Xavier ROTC 
Regiment. 
Jim's record at 
Xavier in both 
c i v i 1 i a n and 
military fields 
is one of both 
Jim Albers 
work and accomplishment. He is 
a veteran member of Pershing 
Rifles, and the ROTC Rifle Club 
from which he holds three var-
sity letters, and will socin qualify 
for a fourth. His second term as 
president of the organization is 
now n nearing completion. Jim is 
also president of the Xavier 
Order of Military Merit and has 
been mentioned on the dean's 
list for five semesters. 
Simultaneously, Colonel Brown 
announced the appointments of 
two more high-ranking officers 
to the Regiment staff. Cadet Lt. 
Col. Ed Moran, 'veteran Pershing 
Rifles Officer and member of the 
XOMM will serve as Regimental 
Executive Officer, and Cadet Lt. 
Col. Dick j{unkemoeller, also a 
member of the XOMM, will serve 
as Deputy Commanding 'officer 
in charge of Training and Opera-
'tions. All three men hold the 
rating of Distinguished Military 
Student. 
Vets Meet Next Sunday 
Xavier's Veterans' Club will 
meet at South Hall, Sunday, Jan. 
16, at 2 p.m. On the agenda are 
the dance Feb. 5, elections, and 
the Mardi Gras carnival. The 
usual refreshments will be served. 
New Xavier Speal~ers Bureau 
By Dan Hertli 
A new organization aimed at 
additional speech training and 
experience for all students, and 
representation of Xavie~ Univer-
sity before many distinguished 
groups of the area has been 
formed under the direction of 
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J. The 
Student Speakers· Bureau, a pro-
ject of the National Federation 
of Catholic College Students and 
the Public Relations Committee 
of Student Council, is hard at 
work on the task of organization 
and the compiling of a list of 
students and their respective 
topics who will be available to 
go out and address various groups 
in the Greater Cincinnati area 
who may request them. A large 
number of students have already 
signed up for topics ranging from 
Military Science and the ROTC 
to music and art. 
Any more who would like to 
give talks on any subject of spe-
cial 'interest to them can give 
X Men Entered In 
College Who's Who 
Twenty-six men from Xavier 
University have been included in 
the 1954-55 edition of Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges. On the 
basis of scholastic attainment and 
extra-curricular activities, these 
upper-classmen have been se-
lected for the honor; Jesse J. Al-
bers, Charles J. Austin, Albert 
D. Cash, Frank H. Conneighton, 
Anthony Damico, Frederick T. 
Drugan, Albert J. Fritsch, Robert 
E. Glaser, William F. Glueck, 
John T. Grupenhoff, Donald G. 
Hellkamp, William J. Hocter, 
Thomas J. Kerver, Daniel D. 
Lavely, Benjamin W. Louthan, 
Peter P. Loyanich, Joseph G. 
MacVeigh, William J. ·Maehlman, 
Louis M. Magliano, Louis H. Mat-
thews, Robert H. McDonald, Dan-
iel J. McMahon, Mayo A. Mohs, 
Robert R. Siegenthaler, a n d 
Bruno B. Wolff. 
NEW/ DORM DEADLINE 
Beginning next semester, Feb .. 
3, 1955, dormitory students will 
be required to be in their rooms 
by 9:30 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday. This new regulation 
has been brought to the attention 
of club moderators by Rev. Pat-
rick H. Ratterman, S.J., so that 
meetings can be scheduled to be 
completed in time. · 
their names to Father Reinke or 
one of the students in charge. 
The three men setting up the 
administration of the Bureau are 
John Grupenhoff, John Van Flan-
dern and Bill Hocter. The grot,tp 
announces that a great deal of 
interest in the project has been 
shown on campus, and they em-
phasize the experience and good 
will potential that its effective 
action has and encourage any 
students who may be interested 
to act quickly. 
Alumni Association 
Begins Sponsoring 
Philosophy Talks 
The Xavier University Alum-
ni Associati<m will sponsor a 
series of lecture discussions 
on philosophy beginning Jan. 
27, at 8:30 p.m. in the Albert 
D. Ca~h Memorial Conference 
Room of the new Thomas J. Lo-
gan Chemistry Building. 
Rev. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J., 
chairman of the Xavier philos-
ophy department, will be the 
first speaker in the series. Other 
Xavier philosophy professors will 
appear at subsequent sessions. 
The series will be held on the. 
second and fourth Thursdays of 
the month and is open to alumni, 
their wives and friends. 
Father Tillman plans to con-
duct the meetings with a maxi-
mum amount of participation 
from the audience. His plan is to 
use the Socratic or dialectic 
method as much as possible. 
While the discussions will con-
stitute a "review" of philosophy 
the alumni took in undergradu-
ate days;- emphasis will also be 
on modern problems. 
Xavier Purchases 
Buff er Lau cl Strip 
Xavier University has pur-
chased a piece of land in Evan-
ston as a buffer strip against the 
encroachment of industry, it was 
revealed Friday, Jan. 4. 
The land, an irregular tract 
about 150 feet by 390 feet, fronts 
on Herald and Tribbals avenue. 
It adjoins an industrial section, 
but does not actually touch the 
Xavier Campus. The sellers were 
Florence and David Fabe. Tax 
stamps indicated the price was 
about $18,000. 
XO~IM Inducts New Membei·s At Toppe1· Club Ball; 
Prog1·mn Begins At 9 :00 11.rn., Lasts Until 1 :00 a.rn. 
By Jolm VanFlmuler11, News Associate Editor 
The Stars and Stripes will fly tonight over Xavier's gala 
annual Ball at the Topper Baliroom downtown. Highlight of 
the occasion will be the music of Ralph Marterie's Orchestra, 
playing for the first time at a Xavier dance. The program 
begins at 9:00 p.m. with the presentation of guidons and the 
receiving line. The colors will be 
presented at 9:30. 
Later in the evening, the fea-
ture program begins with the in-
stallation of the new members 
of the Xavier Order of Military 
Merit at 11:00, and then the Sen-
ior XOMM members will be pre-
sented with their official Offi-
cers Insignia by Lt. Col. Jesse H. 
Brown, professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. Honorary 
Cadet Col. Pat Hill will be in-
stalled as the Commandant of 
the Ball at 12:00 Midnight. The 
affair will close with the Close 
Station March Order at 1:00 a.m. 
The Ball tonight marks the Lovely Miss Pat Hill will be 
completion of extensive program 
of work by members of the honored at tonight's Military Ball. 
XOMM and its moderator, Major 
Ben C. Parrott, who began prepa-
rations in early October. General 
Chairman is XOMM President, 
Jim Albers, whose committees 
consist of the following; Arrange-
Philopedians Send 
Invitations To 45 
For Ohio Tourney 
ments; Ken Boehme, Harry The 114 year old Poland Philo-
Gieske, Bill Luttmann, Ed Mor- peclian Society has recently in-
an, and Jim Niehaus; Decora- , vited 45 midwestern colleges and 
tions; Fred Drugan, and Dick universities to participate in the 
Kunkemoeller; and Publicity; annual Ohio Valley Debate Tour-
Don Fessler. nament which will be held on 
EDITOR'S NOTE: A full feature 
on Miss Pat Hill appears on page 
seven of this issue. 
Final Senior Photo 
Date Extenclecl. 
Harold Matthews, editor of the 
Musketeer, announced that the 
John Shillito Company . has 
agreed to extend the time for 
having senior pictures taken for 
one more week. The final day 
will absolutely be Saturday, Jan-
uary 22. No exceptions can be 
made. 
Because of the large amount of 
seniors who have not had their 
pictures taken, it was necessary 
. to ask for the extension. Up until 
Tuesday, January 11, only 80 
seniors out of approximately 200 
had been down to the Photo-Re-
flex Department. This necessi-
tated asking the John Shillito 
Company for a little more time 
so that all seniors could go at 
their convenience to have their 
pictures taken for the Muske-
teer. 
The Photo-Reflex Deparment 
is located on the fourth floor of 
the John Shillito Company. No 
appointment is necessary. 
McCoy Heads Discussion 
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, dean 
of the graduate school of arts and 
science, Xavier University, is 
serving as a member of the gen-
eral committee in charge of an 
institute on "The United States 
and Germany Today" being pre-
sented Jan. 14-15 at the Hotel 
Netherland Plaza under auspices 
of the Cincinnati Council on 
World Affairs and the University 
of Cincinnati. 
. ..
the Xavier Campus on Mar. 12. 
Tomorrow, four Philopedians 
will travel to Delaware, Ohio 
where they will compete in the 
Ohio Wesleyan invitational de-
bate tournament. Representing 
Xavier will be Lloyd Lill, Wal-
ter Brusch, Mayo Mohs and John 
Grupenhoff. 
The Philopedian Society has 
recently become affiliated with 
Tau Kappa Alpha, a national 
honorary debate fraternity. The 
Society is also affiliated with the 
National Forensic Commission of 
the NFCCS and is the seat of the 
Regional Forensic Chairmanship. 
The debaters meet every Thurs-
day evening in the Speech Arts 
Room, Sci. 210, at 7:30 p.rn. These 
meetings, which generally fea-
ture. practice debates, are always 
open to guests and new members. 
Five Alumni Picked 
To Serve On Board 
The Xavier Alumni Association 
has announced the recent selec-
tion of five of its membership to 
three year terms on the Board 
of Governors of the Association. 
The new members are Dr. 
Thomas J. Ball, staff member of 
Good Samaritan and St. Mary's 
Hospitals; Judge Ralph B. Koh-
nen of the Municipal Court, who 
is also regional chairman of the 
American Red Cross; Lloyd J. 
Byrne, assistant claim director of 
the Western and Southern Life 
Insurance Company; Lawrence 
A. Poetker, prominent attorney, 
who is a member of the board 
of St. Aloysius Orphanage; and 
William R. Seidenfaden, U. S. 
Commissioner of the Eastern 
Kentucky Federal Court District 
and director of the Kentucky 
State Chamber of Commerce. 
.. 
.·-
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cc Problem Apparent; Solution Needed » 
During the recent wet months, the patience and Christian resignation which has been demonstrated by Xavier stu-
dents has been somewhat remarkable. 
Way back in April a special committee oi the Student Council 
submitted a report on ways to improve the parking facilities 
on Campus. It was recommended that the ruts and depressions 
in the parking lots be filled with gravel, that a drainage canal 
be installed and that parking guides be placed in appropriate 
locations. 
During the recent Christmas vacation, large earth moving 
machinery was brought to the Campus to put at last a usable 
surface on the lot. Weather conditions were such that the only 
accomplishment of this equipment was the additional depre-
ciation of the utility of the parking area. 
As everyone knows, the parking situation is sloppy. We 
can offer little to induce immediate optimism in this regard. 
We understand that as soon as the weather permits the lot 
will be unfurrowed and liberally covered with gravel. This 
is, at best, a temporary solutiob. The only long run solution 
would be the application of a durable, but unfortunately 
costly surface. ··. ·,,,-:~ur.::;Wf P.11 
While we are enduring in Christian resignation we sug-
gest that the regularly high maintenance expense of regrading 
the lot every few months be weighed against one sizable ex-
penditure for a reasonably durable and easily maintained sur-
face. 
The cost of remedial action in regard to poor parking 
conditions is the largest -5tumbling block in the path of a 
refurbished and expanded parking lot for Xavier. For ex-
ample, the University of Detroit recently completed facilities 
for 400 cars at a cost of $15,000. They utilized dirt from a new 
building excavation and old telephone poles as markers to 
save up to $10,000 below the quoted commercial price. 
It is quite obvious that Xavier cannot make such an ex-
penditure or even half as great ari expenditure for space for 
200 cars when many other projects are holding higher prior-
ities. Therefore, students who happen to have economical, 
feasible and revolutionary solutions for this pressing problem 
should overcome their reticence and come forward to be rec-
ognized. 
« Speakers' Bureau Fills Void » 
Recent announcement by the powers-to-be of the formation of a Speakers' Bureau among the ranks of the Xavier 
students may well turn out to be the most important contribu-
tion to Xavier student life since Arthur Murray decided that 
people would be happier if they got up from their chairs and 
did the mambo. -l'!IJ ~· 
Throughout Greater Cincinnati there are countless num-
bers of organizations which are greatly interested in hearing 
talks by the students of this university on subject.s which are 
of interest to the speakers. It can be said with little fear of 
contradiction that just about every Xavier student is acquaint-
ed with some field in which he has special interest or some 
sphere of activity for which he has a special talent. And there 
is no reason why this talent should be wasted when there is 
an audience just waiting to hear about it. 
There are two obvious advantages that can be gained by 
any student who takes part. in these activities and prepares a 
speech that he can give before a Cincinnati-organization. The 
first is, of course, is the inestimable va:lue of experience which 
is gained by giving these talks. They are different from a 
talk that might be given here at the university because the 
speaker is always talking about something that interests him 
rather than on a topic that may be assigned to him. Besides, 
he is in the presence of a discriminating audience and can gain 
the opportunity of overcoming any "stage fright" which most 
people get when they appear before an audience. The second 
advantage is the future usefulness that these appearances can 
bring to the student speaker. Many of the audiences which 
the speakers will face will contain persons of position and 
reknown who, upon hearing the Xavier speaker, can possibly 
be impressed by what he has to say and the way in which he 
says it. - ' . 
The opportunities which this new bureau afford are un-
limited. Only the students themselves can decide whether or 
not they want to turn what is now a small beginning into a 
well-known and well-experienced group of speakers. 
« Private Not Federal Capital ,, 
Last week Mr. Eisenhower stepped to. the rostrum of the House Chamber and delivered his State of the Union Mes-
sage to a joint session of the Democratic controlled legislature. 
If we can judge the future by what has happened in the past, 
the President's dream of "unhesitating co-operation among 
the branches of our Government" will be short lived. 
The President made an admirable start when he defined 
three major objectives which he urged the opposition to share: 
(1) "To labor ... for peace, for freedom, for justice throughout 
the world." (2) "To keep our economy vigorous and free .. , " 
(3) To advance the opportunity of every citizen "to develop to 
his fullest capacity." 
His specific program caused a prominent Democratic 
leader to claim that Mr. Eisenhower is copying "New Deal-
ism." The fundamental difference between the Eisenhower 
approach and the Roosevelt-Truman approach was s~ressed 
by the President when he reinterated the principle of sub-
sidiarity-"the Federal Government should perform an essen-
tial task ... only when it cannot otherwise he adequately per-
formed" by private, local or state action. An example of the 
application of this principle is the Administration's efforts to 
induce more private investment and private consumption in 
place of the New Deal Federal compensatory spending. 
AN EXTREMELY POTENT WEAPON 
Shufflin' 
Around 
By Han• Geialer 
there alone, dozing. 
8. Be sure that the book you 
read during lecture looks like a 
book from the course. If you do 
math in psychology class and 
psychology in math class, match 
books for size and color. 
Happy New Year! Also best wishes for success in the 
coming semester exams. For most of us they are too close for 
comfoi't. Maybe we should have come out with this earlier, 
9. Ask any questions you think 
he can answer. Conversely, avoid 
announcing that you have found 
the answer to a question he can't 
answer, and in your brother's 
second grade reader at that. 
10. Call attention to his writ-
ing. Produces an exquisitely 
pleasantly experience connected 
with you. If you know that he's 
written a bo_ok or an article, ask 
in class if he wrote it. 
"but for those students who want to know how to remain in 
college we have a list of ten suggestions. These came to us 
from Hunter College by way of 
the A<;:P. We can only suggest 
that it might be a good idea to 
practice them in the last two 
weeks. Can't guarantee their suc-
cess, though. 
1. Bring the professor news-
paper clippings dealing with his 
subject. This demonstrates inter-
est and gives him timely items to 
mention in class. If you can't 
fil'id any clippings dealing with 
his subject bring in any at ran-
dom. He thinks everything deals 
with his subject. 
2. Look alert. Take notes eag-
erly. If you have to look at your 
watch, don't stare unbelievingly 
at it and shake it. 
3. Nod frequently and mur-
mur, "How true!" To you, this 
seems exaggerated. To him, it's 
quite objective. 
4. Sit in front, near him. (Ap-
plies only if you intend to stay 
awake.) Otherwise grab the far-
thest and darkest seat. 
5. Laugh at his jokes. You can 
tell. If he loo1cs up from his notes 
and smiles, he has told a joke. 
6. Ask for outside reading. You 
don't have to read it. Just ask. 
7. If you must sleep, arrange 
to be called (or kicked) at the 
end of the hour. It creates an un-
fortunate impression if the rest• 
of the class has left and you sit 
As to whether or not you want 
to do some work in addition to 
all this, weil it's controversial 
and up to the individual. 
permanently razed and a huge 
parking garage erected which 
would probably serve as well in 
these times as an endowment of 
a million dollars. 
Now we're rolling, and XU is 
fast assuming the name of "the" 
college in the U.S. Everyone who 
is anyone applies for admission. 
Standards go up and those with-
out A's or all states just don't get 
in. Results are spectacular and X 
assumes leadership in most evecy 
field. 
Obiter Dicta 
The Honors Course, which in-
cludes then 15 hours of Russian 
and a minor in Electronic engi-
neering, is held three points 
under a Ph.D., and now takes 41h 
years to complete. As in all the 
other sports, Xavier's Sailing 
Club is standout and takes a 
first in a summer crossing of the 
Atlantic but cancels an around 
the world tour when they hit 
Paris . . . some things never 
change. 
By Don Hellkamp 
Why is a Xavier Jesuit like a Texas cowboy with a dead 
horse? They both want land, lotsa land, but they've got no-
where to go. · 
There it is, the possibility and 
the probabilities resulting from 
a little initiative and a lot of 
money or nerve. And all of it 
because of the starling situation.' 
It became so bad that in self de-
fense we were forced to raise our 
eyeballs from the natural aes-
thetics of office and' salesgirls 
downtown and in so doing saw 
Of course, there's a real need for land around here be-
cause of the expected increase in attendance in the near future 
not only at Xavier but at all 
American colleges. Thus the 
foresighted administration is pre-
paring now for it instead of wait-
ing and getting left. It doesn't 
take too much foresight, though, 
to see that XU even with the 
money could not go far in any 
direction, any direction but up. 
What an idea! A literal tower 
of learning here at the Evanston 
campus. No small little building, 
it could be one full block at the 
base and flow gracefully sky-
ward in a maze of modernistic 
· innovation and design. It would 
be met with immediate and uni-
versal acclaim. It would be fa-
mous with'' other Cincinnati land-
marks and sights such as Hughes 
Corner, Union Terminal, Carew 
Tower, Coney Island, and Jim-
my's Tap Room. 
Part of the first floor would be 
for general offices and an audi-
tqrium with perhaps a cafeteria, . 
bowling alleys, and swimming 
.pool in the basement. With the 
addition of the various new 
classrooms the evening college 
could be brought out here and 
the. oldest site regretfully but tall buildings. ' 
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Season's First ''Xavier Presents'' Strilies Airwaves F~bruary 6 
TJ' Series Sclreduled For Sunday Afternoons; 
Director Announces New Organizational Plans 
By John Nagy 
. The curtain raiser of the 1954-55 Xavier Presents tele-
vision series is set for the first Sunday of February, Feb. 6, 
between 3:30 and 4:00 p.m. on WCPO-TV. It has been· delayed 
till now because of the professional football games shown 
every Sunday afternoon by the station. 
Seeking ways of bettering the -----. --.------
Xavier Presents organization, future of his basic staff. 
Rev. James v. McCummiskey, The sources of talent range 
S.J., its moderator, this ¥ear as 
every year, put into practice 
many new ideas and improve-
ments which can result in better 
enjoyment. 
]i;ach of the past masters of 
ceremonies have enjoyed the 
pleasure of working each and 
every show throughout the en-
tire year, but this· year for the 
sake of variety and fairness, Fr. 
McCummiskey and Rev. John H. 
Reinke, S.J., music director, have 
decided to alternate emcees each 
week. Included in this alterna-
tion will be the mistresses of 
ceremonies chosen fr o m the 
Edgecliff and Mt. St. Joseph. 
This year a basic staff of hard-
working students will carry the 
burden behind the scenes. Hoping 
to organize a system by which he 
will be able to farm out an ex-
from college alumni to high 
school students, and although 
many acts have been signed, 
many problems remain still un-
solved. Because of this an organ-
izational meeting is scheduled for 
sometime next week. 
Anyone interested should look 
for notices and attend this meet-
ing or get in touch with Dan 
Lavely, the official student rep-
resentative of "Xavier Presents." 
pert staff each year, Fr. McCum- Today "Xavier Presents" comes to screens through the ultra-
miskey has high hopes, for the modern television facilities of WC PO-TV. 
Operation Youth Program Set F0:1nily Life Group 
• · .- - Plans Cana Events For Sixth Year June 11-18 on cana sunday, Jan. rn, the 
. . Xavier University Family Life 
'By Jerry Lynn tam Xavier Chapters sponsor 1 t't t . . C Al . ns 1 u e is sponsoring a ana 
Mr. John H. Moser, director of gro~ps as do a few umm on Holy Hour at St. Xavier Church 
university development has an- their 0~?· La~t y~a~, 289 d b~~s from 8 to 9 p.m. There will be 
nounced the dates for the sixth r~pre.sen 1;~ ~me b ~ a es t°- t ~ benediction, renewal of marriage 
annual Operation Youth pro- ~istrict 0• 0 um ia p~r icipa e vows, consecration of families to 
gram. June 11 to 18 will be the m the biggest Operation Youth the Sacred Heart and meditations 
days for the 1955 edition of this ever. by Father Edward Wieber, S.J. 
unique project. All married couples in Greater 
Operation Youth has been de- X Students Plan Cincinnati are invited. There are 
fined as follows: "For seven days · • • no fees or reservations. 
each summer, high school juniors Pre-College Cbn1cs -----------
and seniors, of all races and As the winter semester draws Tax Stamps Requested cree~s, gat~er 0? the campus of to a close, Xavier's Operation Students are urged to bring 
Xavier Umversity where they MORE (Musketeers Own Re- used tax stamps to the Hinkle 
gaze through the small end of the . . . . 
1 f t t . d f cruitment Effort) continues · its Hall desk anytime during the te escope at a u ure s rippe o h 
· t d t Wh t th efforts to attract students to t e school week. 
mys ery an pre ense. a ~y Evanston campus. Leading activ- ~============ 
see and hear and learn·. are basic ity of the student organization ;;;; 
trut~s about the American . Way headed by Fred Drugan is the 
of Li~e. W~at .t~ey abso~b is an staging of pre-college guidance 
experience Jn hvmg that JS never 1. . b th h · c· · t' ,, c mies o ere in incmna i 
forgotten. . 
5 
, 
0 
t' and throughout the Midwest. 
The staff of · 19 5 s pera ion The purpose of these clinics is 
Youth will be a staff well ac- to interest high school students 
q~atnted with the organization. in a Catholic college education 
T~e directo~, Mr. Jo~ ~· Moser and, if possible, Xavier. Held in 
will be servmg for his third ye~r. the auditorium, the clinic begins 
Dr. Hubert H. Harper, Jr., m- with some opening remarks by 
structor in Classical Languages, Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., di-
will serve as program director rector of Admissions at Xavier. 
for his second year. Rev. Patrick Fr. ·o•Brien is followed by one or 
H. Ratterman, S.J., dean of men, more student speakers and the 
will perform the duties of. chap- rest of the program consists in 
lain for his third year on the individual counseling. 
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Student rate, 3 montlul $10 
Complete touch typing book free 
with each rental. 
All makn NEW POBTA.BLE8 Bo;ral, 
Underwood, Corona, Bemlastoa and r• 
ooadltloaetl 8T.&NPABD -JalaN tor 
1a1 .. staff. William ~. ~weeney, pre~i- During the second semester, 
dent of the semor class, will clinics will be held in Louisville . PETER PAUL SERVICE 
serve as staff leader for his third Columbus, Indianapolis, Joliet 808 Main Street . PA 1111 ·~ 
year. and Steubenville. 
Three of the above staff mem- ---------------------------
hers · served the 1953 Operation 
Youth which received an award 
from Freedom Foundation, an 
organization which recognizes 
programs .which call attention to 
facts of the American Way of 
Life in outstanding manner. The 
awards for 1954 have not been 
made as yet. 
The young men who partici-
pate in Operation Youth are 
sponsored by organizations such 
as the Knights of Columbus. Cer-
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
1818 MontpmUJ .... 
....... 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring foo~ makes it an essential 
in every 1tud1nt'1 diet. 
H. MJJ.I,ER DAIRY CO,, INC. 
656 East McMillan WOoclburn 2474 
gone by foun<l "Xavier Presents" broa<lcast over 
Link clirccts former OLC stuclent Sis Polkamp. 
E;_dgeclif f II olds 
Tbircl llorse Show 
Baumring's Pharmacy 
The Drug Store Closest To 
Xavier University 
3618 1'1ontgoDlery ltoad 
MEirose 3708 
Invitations this week have been 
extended to numberous Xavier 
University alumni, faculty and 
students to serve on various com- ._ _______ _,,, ___ _ 
mittees for the Third Annual 
Edgecliff Horse Show given for 
the benefit of the Our Lady of 
Cincinnati at Carthage Fair 
Grounds on Apr. 29, 30 and May 
1, by Mr. Milton Schott. 
Serving on the Advisory 
Board for OLC's Benefit will be 
Dr. Charles S. Blase, noted physi-
cian and Xavier alumni member 
and Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., Xavier 
faculty member. Students who 
will be actively participating in 
the benefit will be Roger Wach-
endorf, chairman of a student 
committee, Cliarles and Stanley 
Dollenmayer, Joseph Leonard, 
Fred Galvin, Charles Marcellino, 
Frank Bachman, Ray Ollinges, 
Phil Magliano, Jim Brandabur, 
and Don Graves. 
Dance In Air-Filtered Comfort 
On Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor 
TED WEEMS 
and Bis Orchestra 
SATURDAY EVENING 
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086 
THE SALE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR! To make way for our 
new merchandise -w•'H marked EVERYTHING down (even our 
own best sellen). On some items you save 687o r Many of th••• H• 
cellent buys ore actually below our cost. All top quality m•rcho11dl11; 
w• Hen included some new items. - Come early for b••t 1tlectlo11. 
<ShoH, a leased deportment, excepted.) 
Come In ••• Chr•e UI 
2 GREAT STYLE CENTERS 
Clnrh1n•li • Sewenlb •I Cenlrml 
Norwood • 4734 Moat1omery Rd.. 
I 
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR Wulkmen Stop Three Pou 
By Br1111!' W olJI 
The long holiday rest that Ned Wulk's Muskies had from the Canisius game to their 
1955 opener against Georgetown put energy in the boys that has overcome most of the mis-
takes made in their two most recent games at this writing, UC and Louisville. By the time 
The News goes to press, we'll know better if this tremendous and I mean tremendous, en-
thusiasm or energy or go-go, whatever you want to call it, is permanent. 
* * * 
Cincy, Louisville, Jf/ esteni Bow l'J'o Might, Fig/it 
Of ~luskies In U11pm·c1llelecl Fivt! Dlly Stretch 
By Jolin llalcy 
The combination of tremendous spirit, a will to \Vin and 
the masterful coaching art of Ned Wulk, have once again 
brought the Xavier University Musketeers to the eyes of the 
nation. The Muskies have in the last three games pulled 
three of the biggest surprises of the current season. The first 
was a 67-64 handed to the Cincinnati Bearcats in Xavier's 
second Garden appearance of the season. Two nights later 
the Muskies, leading by 24 points 
I at half, dropped the number seconds to go in regulation time. • • * 
, _. . . . . , eight team in the country, Louis- The place roared as he made his 
Against both the Bearcats and the Cardinals, the boys made errors, some of which would 
have been disastrous if they hadn't had suchdetermination and fight. What can you say 
about Jimmy Boothe? Fabulous. Opposite men almost a foot taller than he is, he grabs re-
bounds, steals, and plays alert ball. Big Dave played with cool precision against UC even 
with some tough luck at the free throw line, which you think would have rattled him. His 
defensive work in the Louisville game was the difference between life and death. 
The. l\,Iu~k)e .f~osh have some of the best team spirit that this. observer has seen; they re ville, 76-70. Then last Monday first, and Xavier had hope when 
a hollarm, fightm cl~tb. It was th.e start of the second half agamst Bl?~k ,Insuran~e, and night the fighting Muskies ended he missed the second. Overtime 
~ed Elwer took. the t.1p fr?m the JUmp. He cut around toward the oppos.ihon .s offensive goal a 67 game home winning streak started, and ended with the score 
111 order to avoul be~ng bed up by two Bl«;>ck players who were blockmg lus forwa1·d P,ro- of Western Kentucky, 82-80. ' still in a knot 76-76. With the 
gress. Another Muskie yelled, "Red, yer gom' the wrong way." Red yelled back, reve1·s111g - Despite the teen-aged screams score tied at 80 all, Xavier froze 
I . "I k . t " ' us course, now 1 • of coeds and the hoots from the the ball foi· almost a minute, 
• * * 
Coach Ned Wulk watched Frank Tartaron hit a phenomenal shot 
more ways of getting that ball in the basket than Middie had." 
and said, "Tar's got 
Huck Buckle and Trebs Dickman accounted for 24 of Block Insurance's 51 against the 
frosh. The boys were a little slower than in their hey day two years ago with the Muskies. 
boys with their jean trousered with Dave Piontek taking a shot 
legs dangling from the balcony, with the hand of the clock past 
the Xavier University basketball the ten second mark. Schneider 
nati Gardens. The Muskies were 
again paced by Piontek, tower-
ing center, who pushed 29 points 
through the hoop. UC started out 
like a ball of fire and at one 
time led 16-7, but midway in the 
first period Xavier quenched 
their fire. With 13 minutes to go, 
Boothe and Albrink hit two bas-
kets apiece, a few minutes later 
Mitchell tallied twice and Von-
derbrink was good for a tally, 
making the score 22-20. Frank I 
Nimmo and Phil Wheeler, one of 
the only bright spots in the UC 1 
lineup, hit for the 'Cats and Jack l 
Twyman was good for two bas- 1 
kets, making the score 28-20. 
Then Willie Piontek went to 
work pushing in four buckets, ' 
but tallies by Wi1eeler and Ernst t 
and two charity tosses by Nim- i 
mo made the score 38-32 at the ~ 
* • * 
Ed Kluska has been gone since before Christmas, but we have not had the opportunity 
in that time to wish him the best of luck in his plans for the future. I'm sure that a man 
with his background, courage, and solid reliability will have no trouble finding the right 
job. I also hope that we here at Xavier will remember consciously that he led Xavier to its 
greatest national recognition, and not merely recall that he headed losers the last three 
years. 
* * * 
If you think you have it tough, George Stepanie, frosh footballer, has to travel thirty 
miles through the hills of Pennsylvania to see his girl. Even the Mount isn't that far out. 
* * • 
I was ready to take all kinds of bets on the pro championship game, but fortunately the 
before Christmas rush prevented me; I was backing Detroit. After the third quarter I got 
sick to my stomach and turned on Hopalong Cassidy; he wasn't slaughtering the bad guys 
half as bad as Otto Graham was the Lions. 
New Year's Day was better. Navy was outstanding, and then later in the afternoon I 
really enjoyed watching Ralph Guglielmi playing for the East in the Shrine Bowl. There is 
a quarterback and a half. 
Forget everything else tonight and be with the elite at the military ball. 
Era E11ds As M11slieteer Head Resigns Post; 
Ed l\]11slia, Former Coacl1 Of Yea1", Bows 011t 
By C1iC1rlie Woeste 
"I wish to resign as head football coach at Xavier University effective Dec. 31, with the 
termination of my present contract." Just as simple as that it was all over, this eight year 
reign of Edward L. Kluska over the football fortunes of Xavier University. It was a reign 
that saw the Musketeers climb to their highest pinacle in football glories. And it was a 
reign which saw the Musketeers drop off to their ebb tide in football frustrations. 
During the years of '49, '50, and '51 the Kluska-coached Muskies racked up 27 victories, E ·t d th 67 64 · uc · ~ XU •. 1 1 h . t c 1 N d w . . . . . xm e over e - wm over , Joyous .ans anc I> ayers oas oac i c ulk to their 
two losses, and one tie. In 1950 they won the Salad Bowl contest by blastmg Arizona State shoulclers and carry him from the floor. Photo by K h 
(Tempe) 33-21 in XU's only venture into post season extravaganzas. Then in 1951 this era arc es 
culminated with Xavier's first I Musketeers outlasted Western I rebounded the partially blocked intermission. 
undefeated season. S~hool here in Cincinnati in 1943. K~nt~cky through two ?ver!imes, shot, drov~ t.hrough two def~nd- . Three quick ~avier baskets 
Mr. Kluska was the toast of His Cavalier team of 1943-46 wmnmg 82-80 on a drive m by ers, and laid it up. Over the field- tied the score with only three 
Xavier in these years. His pile- stood out among all prep teams Duke Sc~neider with only s~c- house sil.ence came, no one mov~d minutes gone in ~he new period. 
driving backs and mountain in Ohio as they won 31, lost only onds left m the second extra five for a mmute except the Muskie From there on 111 the Muskies 
sized linemen were the best in one, and tied three. minutes. squad, which was overcome with were ahead most of the way, al-
Ohio intercollegiate circles. His Man of Conviction The Muskies broke to an early relief and joy. though neither team led by more 
defensive genius and T formation His s u cc es s es at Purcell lead, spreading their advantage Jimmy . Boothe scored 26 and than six points. Piontek led all 
fundamentalism received nation- prompted his alma mater to hire to 32-20. Western pulled back Dave Piontek 17 for Xavier with comers with 29 points, while 
al recognition in March 1952 him as head coach in 1947. Dur- late in the first half and led 38- Dave and Chuck Hofmann, who Wheeler paced UC with 20. All-
when he was named Littie All- ing his tenure at Xavier Coach 36 before retiring to the locker had 15 points, doing most of the American candidate Twyman, 
American Coach of the Year and Kluska was always a :Uan as room. But dming the second half rebo~ndin~. . who had a 24.9 ~verage until he 
presented with the George Gipp much admired off the football neither team could secure a safe Gomg mto the game a six met X and Pwntek, had 12 
Award, symbolic of this title. field as on. "He is a man of char- lead. Jim Boothe and Western's point underdog, the Musketeers points. The two teams meet again 
Also at this time, International acter, courage and sound convic- Able exchanged outside shots un- presented a 67-64 loss to the Uni- Feb. 9 on the UC campus. 
Ne\~s Service. selected him as its tions; and in thes~ things he has I til the latter fouled out late in ve:·sity of Cincinnati Bearca~s ~e- s.t~ll i:iding t~e high crest aft~r 
choice for Coach of the Year. always been a fme model for the game. fo1e a full house at the Cmcm- then wm over UC, Ned Wulk s . 
Things Go Bad under him," comments Very Rev. With the score at 71-70 Xavier 
Then things began to happen. James F. Maguire, S.J., Xavier Miller of the Hilltoppers stepped 
The loss column for his eleven President. to the free throw line with six 
showed six in 1952. This rose to 
seven in 1953 and an all-time ....._...;,.__..;....;..;.=;. 
high of eight in 1954. Kluska 
(the Mr. was gone now) could 
Ed Kluska 
see the time-worn adage of coach Ed was born of immigrant Polish 
being easier to replace than team parents in Mt. Pleasant, Pa., 
asserting itself once more. And right in the middle of the coal 
after much deliberation Ed Klus- mining district, on May 21, 1918. 
ka bowed out of the Xavier pie- After a great high school career 
ture, doing it "with a deep feel- in which he won football honors 
ing of regret. However," Kluska despite his size, 142 pounds, he 
continued, "because of certain enrolled at Xavier in 1936. He 
conditions that exist, such as lim- was an All-Ohio end for the 
ited manpower and rugged sched- Muskies and was elected to the 
ules, I do not think I can continue Xavier Legion of Honor in 1940 
with the confidence that is neces- when he was graduated with a 
sary in this type of work." Bachelor of Philosophy degree, 
For 
GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
ICE CREAM and MILK 
An Independent Since llU 
Who was he and what was he Kluska served as an assistant 
like-this man who had just pre- coach at X and took a brief hitch 
cipitated such a big scramble for in the army before taking over as 
the head coaching job at Xavier? head coach at Purcell High ---------------------------
MEDICO 
Alma Rlater 
i\!cdico's t11tcr strains smoke of nicotine juices 
tars, nakcs. When filt.:r turns brown, throw' it away 
with all the impurities it has trnppcd. Replace 
with fresh t11tcr for mild, mellow smoking. 
._ Actual pipe has your own college letter on bowl 
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rhree Powers In Five Days; Boothe, Piontek Lead Way 
:lit 
1i ~;!~nG~~~:~~\~11~i:~:~~e~o::~~ BASl(ETBALL TAl(ES OVER; Villanova Meets X "Little Muskies" Unbeaten; 
~~~ ff~~~F':fo'~~~~:~h1~~~?:! THREE LEAGUES FORMED ~~u!~~~ ~:::;ay Capture Eight Wins In Row 
· time led 16-7, but midway in the By Jacl~ Clwrry By Dom Giordcmo 
the r· t · d · h d Tl1e · t 1 tl' l t t·t1 The Xavier University bas- I X · l d a11d Tony Olberd1'ng scored 23 u·s per10 Xavier quenc e 111 ramura spo ig 1 i es. T 1e av1er Fros 1, un er 
led their fire. With 13 minutes to go, shifted from the football to In league 1 the Cherry Pickers ketball team faces Villanova the guidance of Bob Finnell, and 21 points respectively to lead 
irst Boothe and Al brink hit two bas- the basketball scei-1e a 11 cl and Loafers lead with three wins in Philadelphia Saturday eve- the onslaught. 
continue to roll unbeaten, ::!r's kets apiece, a few minutes later and no losses each. All of the ning, Jan. 15. This game is U.C.'s "kittens'' provided the 
V twenty seven teams, divided 1 having added five additional Mitchell tallied twice and on- Loafers wins have been via t le part of the road trip which frosh with theil' sternest test to 
.ter 1 b · k d f t 11 into .three leagues, are busy f f ·t t b t ti Cl \'1'ct1'ms to tl1e1'r· 11'st T11e1'r· ,,,1·11 d t h c er rm was goo or a a y, or e1 rou e u 1e wrry included Inst night's game with · · vv date at the Gar ens, bu t ey 
making the score 22-20. Frank battling it out for the league Pickers have won two of their Marshall. Although not national- streak now mounts to eight came through with a 73 to 63 
me. Nimmo and Phil Wheeler, one of games on the floor, one of which ly ranked, Villanova has a fine straight victories. win; four regulars hitting double 
his the only bright spots in the UC charges met the University of was an unbelievable 116-33 con- squad. Last season in Philly they, Kentucky's frosh fell to the figures. Franny Stahl conned 18 
hen lineup, hit for the 'Cats and Jack Louisville on the Xavier hard- quest of the Termites. Bunker however, the Muskies stopped •'Little Muskies" on Dec. 11 as and Ray Tomlin chipped in with 
ime Twyman was good for two bas- wood. Once again the underrated and Boehle led the onslaught them 81 _73, Franny Stahl scored 17 points 16. However, Connie Dierking 
:ore kets, making the score 28-20. Musketeers, playing one of the with 25 and 24 points respective- to pace the freshman to their took scoring honors for the night the On Wcclncsclay, Jan. 19, the Then Willie Piontek went to finest first halves Cincinnati fans ly. Art Morrissey is leading the . 68-47 victory. Guard Ray Tomlin by flipping in 22 points for the 
·oze . . . 9 Muskws return to meet Murray work pushing. in four buckets, will see for many years, downed league m scorrng with L goals St . ti S 1 . lt M . 1 and forward Tony Olberding losers. Llte, ti C d 76 70 B t d l 1 l . t f t t 1 ate m le c lm1c emona but tallies by Wi1eeler and Ernst :ie ar s - · an .am guar anc 2 c iarity asses or a 0 a F" I II T · 1 t added 13 apiece. Led once again Block Insurance became the ;hot . . Jimmy Boothe threw m 10 bas- f 36 . t • ie c iouse. w1ce as. season . 11d t 0 ha t t es by Nlm 0 pom s. Neel " 1 L1ll( a11cl J11·s n1cn left the by Stahl, who bagged 16 pomts, eighth victim of the freshmen >ast a w c c n Y oss - kets. and 13 free throws to lead vv 
Hall 12 and the Spartacists cotii·t victorious after meetings the team trimmed the Wright- team on Jan. 9. Led by fancy cler mo made the score 38-32 at the X with 33 points. Jili1 hit 21 I h 1 t t A' F B t 
s rnre t e eague two op spa , with Murr a y. The Muskies Patterson 1r • orce ase eam ball-handling Franny Stahl's 17 
points in the fabulous first period having won two games apiece. bounced the men -.from Kentucky 77-60. Stu Courchaine, giant 6:8 points the frosh walked off with 
and nocthed 12 points in the final N l t t 1 b t f 11 l 'th 15 ar·k rs R T 1· h't 
ayers hoist Coach Ned Wulk to their 
Photo by Karches 
eel intermission. 
Ld- Three quick Xavier baskets 
lcl- tied the score with only three 
ed minutes gone in the new period. 
de From there on in the Muskies 
.th were ahead most of the way, al-
though neither team led by more 
nd than six points. Piontek led all 
th comers with 29 points, while 
ho Wheeler paced UC with 20. All-
lw American candidate Twyman, 
who had a 24.9 average until he 
ix met X and Piontek, had 12 
·rs points. The two teams meet again 
d- Feb. 9 on the UC campus. 
e- Still riding the high crest after 
n- their win over UC, Neel Wulk's . 
MEDICO 
Alma Rlater 
FILTER PIPE $3~ & $5~ ~7~Tlii~~ 
ico's t11tcr strains smoke of nicotine, juices, 
nakcs. When filh:r turns brown, throw it away 
all the impurilies it has trapped, Replace 
fresh filler for mild, mellow smoking. 
has your own colleg1 letter on bowl 
ear y every con es ms een 69_49 and 7o_64. Coach Rex Alex- cen er, o owec wi m e · a 73 to 51 win. ay om m l stanza. · f h 
rather even and one o · t e best ander's men were defeated by The "Little Muskies" showed for 13 and Tartarton added 10. 
The Muskies started out in a games played to date \Vas be- Western Kentucky 71-70 this sea- tremendous scoring punch in These last four wins advanced 
blaze of glory and cliclri't stop tween Cottage B and Marion 2. son, Western of double overtime belting the General Electric Jets the Frosh's record to eight wins 
until the final whistle blew. X This game pitted the league's fame. 103 to 65, Jan. 3. Frank Tartaron and no setbacks. 
led by scores of 17-3 and 25-13 number qne scorer, 5'8" Mike 
before the Cardinals began to "Robin" Bonahoon against the XU '"rankers Lose First Two Meets; 
find the range of the basket. The number two scorer, Flo Sokolow-
closest Louisville got all evening ski. It was a battle supreme but u c l(e11lucky, N e'v y ork Safari Next 
was 27-18. Then the combined Flo Sokolowski took individual ' 
efforts of Boothe and Piontek scoring honors with 29 to 28 for Although their record stands 1 City to face Kings Point Military 
advanced the score to 46-22 Bonahoon. Jim Shifflette added at 0-2, the Musketeer tankers, Academy. This will be the first 
where it stood at the half. The twelve to aid Cottage B in' their under the watchful eye of Rev. time the squads have met. Also 
Muskies hit 51 % in the first half, 58-52 win. Edward O'Brien, S .• T., have faced this is the big trip for the splash-
while UL hit 19%. With O'Brien leading Welco:ne two of the top aggregations in ers, as they will spend the entire 
In the second period, UL came Tourists and Tom Miller show- the midwest. week in New York. 
to life, and fought up to within ing the way for Elet Annex, these This evening the swimmers After dropping their opening 
six points at one time. Each time two teams have captured the travel to Lexington to face the meet to the highly touted Rich-
the inside work of Piontek and lead in the third league. The University of Kentucky swim- moncl YMCA, ihe Muskies trav-
the driving ability of Boothe re- most outstanding individual per- ming team. This is the first time elcd to Indianapolis to face the 
juvenatecl the red hot Muskies. formance turned in as yet was that the two aqua squads have Indianapolis AC. Sparked by the 
When the buzzer sounded, the O'Brien's 41 points against Elet met. On the 22nd X faces its nation's number one aquaman, 
score stood 76-70, XU on top. Be- Hall 3B as his Welcome Tourists crosstown rival, the University Frank McKinney, the AC hum-
sides Boothe's 33 points, Piontek breezed to a 78-52 win. of Cincinnati. Last season the bled Xavier 56-35. Outstanding 
tallied 19 and Vonclerbrink 17. The intramural program will Muskies edged out the 'Cats. in the losing effort were Dan 
Phil Rollins hit 17 for Louisville, be halted during the semester Between semesters the Muske- Isphording, Marty Wertz, Jim 
3 points below his 20.2 average. exams, according to Mr. Wulk. leers will journey to New York Perry and Tom Koberna. 
M-m-man, 
Brook Jewelers 
Guaranteed Quality 
Longine Wittnauer-
Bulova-Gruen Watches 
FINE SELECTION OF 
WEDDING GIFTS 
506 Vine St. PArkway '1193 
Jo Kruempelman 
When a roommate gets you 
a blind date with 
his younger sister .•• 
and she turns out to 
be a real doll ... that's PURE PLEASURE! 
For more pure pleasure ... SMOIC& CAME1 SI 
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, 
•1d I P.S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive Ye .. 80 m1 blend of costly tobaccos! That's why Camels are America's most popular cigarette! ·T • II. J. Rc.l"nolds Tobacco Co., Wlam11>-l1lt•, N. Cl, 
--------
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D.OWN FRONT 
By 1'1ayo Moh1 
Navy Research Unit Meets At Logan Hall; 
Lectures To lnst1·uct Me11 In Case Of War 
Harl. Urges Qualified 
Prospects To Enroll 
By Joe lflcCarthy 
All Naval Reserve officers 
and enlisted men who are 
. . . now engaged in any type of 
Abou~ t~is time of year. everybody seems to take his engineering or scientific work, 
turn at pickmg the 10 best pictures of the year. As for me, or those who are registered 
I think it would be little better than tiresome to climb on for a degree in science, are in-
the bandwagon for "On the Waterfront", "A Star Is Born" vited to join the Naval Research 
or "Seven Brides" or any of the other fine films, domestic or Reserve Company, 4-9. This is 
foreign, that came our way in . the Volunteer Reserve unit that 19~4. know,. comes to the Taft Satur- meets on alternate Monday eve-
d . .d f. day mght for two performances, nings in the Cash Memorial Room Ins~ea I. boirow an i ea rom at 8 and 11 p.m. A musical revue . · 
the illustrious Harvard "Lam- . . of Logan Hall here on the Xavier 
,, . h h h _ th th_ accompames him, and the seats University campus. 
poon, wit t e ope at ey are almost gone · · 
forgive my plagiarism, and an- ' · • Company 4-9 is one of 96 such 
ticipate their soon to be released "'.r:he Seven Year Itch", the reserve groups sponsored 
"Movie Worsts" issue by com- recent. and v~ry pop~lar Broad- throughout the country by the 
piling my own list of cinematic wa:i: Jut starru;g Eddie Bracken, Office of Naval Research for the 
abominations of the past year. If begms a weeks run at the Cox purpose of . providing scientific 
they aren't as bad as some you on Monday, Jan. 24. SoJ?histicate,d information to Naval reservists, 
saw, just remember I can't see comedy about a married mans and to maintain a record of the 
everything. And it may have ur~e to roam, and rumored to be current qualifications of scien-
been a lucky year. qmte funny. tific personnel in order to assure 
Mathematics Instructor John B. Hart, former Commander-in-
Charge of Xavier's Naval Unit, poses at his desk between classes. 
national emergency. pose of the Research Units by 
Worst Actor: Victor Mature, "Bell, Book and Candle", John the most effective utilization of 
who is anything but, for his per- van Druten's celebrated comedy, their skills in the case of mobili-
:formances in "Demetrius and will. be staged by the Bellarmine zation. Thus this program has 
the Gladiators", "Betrayed", and Players on January 19, 20, and been initiated by the Navy to 
"The Egyptian". 21 at the Cincinnati Women's make the best possible use of the 
Worst Actress: Since Marilyn Club. They coulll use your sup- nation's pool of scientifically 
Capt. A. B. Cook, Director, saying, "we want thorough, care-
Military Services Division of the ful planning and adequate per-
Ohio National Guard, when here sonnel records, to place men in 
at Xavier last year inspecting a positions commensurate with 
Naval Research Project headed their special scientific training 
by Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, and talents. We are fully aware 
S.J., chairman of the Department in this program that we are deal-
of Mathematics and Physics here ing with one of the nation's most 
Monroe missed this only because 1>ort. trained manpower in the event of at the University, stated the pur- · (Continued on Pa~e 8) 
of her surprisingly good job in 
"How to Marry a Millionaire", it 
will have to be a two-way tie: 
Laraine Day, for "The High and 
the Mighty", and Virginia Mayo, 
for "King Richard and the Cru-
saders". 
Most Obvious Example of a 
Fish Out of Water: Mickey Spil-
lane, in "Ring of Fear". 
Biggest' Disappointment: "Brig-
adoon", which, though it was 
quite good in itself, did the year's 
greatest injustice to a Broadway 
musical. 
Best Example of Why Archae-
ologists Turn Gray: Robert Tay-
lor in "Valley of the Kings". 
Most Degrading Performance of 
the Year: Michael Rennie, for 
having to play a villainous khan 
while Tab Hunter and Debra 
Paget cavorted in "Princess of 
the Nile". 
Worst Casting: George Sanders 
as Richard the Lion-Hearted. 
Greatest Setback to American 
Policy in tl1e Near East: "The 
Adventures of Hajji Baba". 
Greatest Smear of American 
General Officers Since Benedict 
Arnold: "White Christmas". 
Worst Picture: "The Long, 
Long Trailer". 
AROUND TOWN: 
"No Business Like Show Busi-
ness", at the Albee, outside of 
some miserable antics by Mar-
ilyn Monroe, is a quite passable 
musical. Mitzi Gaynor dances 
well, and Johnny Ray surprises 
with a fine portrayal of a sing-
ing priest. 
"Vera Cruz", at Keith's, is 
strictly corn on the hoof, but it's 
done with a lavish hand. Many 
corpses, a lot of good laughs, and 
a colorful survey of Maximilian's 
Mexico. 
"The Yellow Balloon", at the 
Hyde Park, is a deft and chilling 
British mystery, offers an ex .. 
citing chase sequence and tal-
ented young Briton Andrew 
("Rocking Horse Winner") Ray. 
"The Detective" brings Alec 
Guiness back for another long 
stay at the Guild, presents the 
versatile English star as Chester-
ton's famous Father Brown. in a 
hilarious tale of clerical crimin4 
ology. 
"The Little Kidnappers", at 
the Esquire, is a poignant story 
of Scandinavian childhood, has 
been lauded widely for its pair 
of wonderfully talented child 
stars. 
Georce Gobel, whom we all 
lpxmt..~*ffl::-m:~:m=&::::::.~~~m*~~.wr.~m~?:=~~=::.~=~~-=::::~:rw.~~:&f:::.t~:;;:::z-:::~~Wf.:~:.~:i-~~~~ :·" ~~ 1UCKV Dl001>1lS ! .LOADS 01= 1£M ! 
~~ f{w::~~:;:;:;:w;;~a§fil"~w~~a~$~;:-;:::~::.";~~::-~.tS~~~~~w~~-,.;x~· 
WHAT'S THIS? For ~olution see paragraph below. 
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Jim De Haas 
Michigan State College 
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Norris Edgertan 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
.. 
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IAlllT ·WATCHING 
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STUDENTS! 
EAR,N s2s! 
Lucky Droodles* are pour-
ing in! Where arc yours? 
We pay $25 for all we use, 
and for many we don't use. 
So send every original 
Droodlc in your noodle, 
with its descriptive title, to 
Lucky Droodle, P.O. Box 
67, New York 46, N. Y. 
•DltOODLES, Copyright. l 0Ci3 
Uy lloger Prlc~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
CIGARETTES 
'•.• 'U' ',<,': '.', • ••,-•,'""•:•'••• 0.',•<,•,','.• 0.'.'' '."•:N•,',O'.'.'.'·~ ....... •,o,•,:,:-:•:•o.•.',0.~.~·:0,o,.,•.'.Yl';+,J 
I II ·~70A!:TED I 
*' tasle /Jef/el' • 
STUDENTS ARE ECSTATIC about Luckies. That's the word, 
straight from the latest, largest college survey ever. Again, 
the No. 1 reason Luckies lead in colleges over all other 
brands, coast to coast - border to border: Luckies taste 
better. They taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike 
mearts fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted to taste 
better. This famous Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies' 
light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better. 
So be smart, like the student in the Droodle above, titled: 
Lucky smoker swinging in hammock. Swing to Luckies your-
self. Enjoy the better-tasting cigarette ... Lucky Strike. 
BetteJt ~te ~les ... LUC11a 1•1 •nER ... ~ r~keJt ~~., ~ ~ . I .1 e 
CA.T.Co. ••ODVC:T 01' ~~.J~~ .uu:aac•'• J.SADIHQ MAHUFAC:Tv••• 01' C:IQAaSTT&I \ 
. ...... J 
I 
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The Night Side of The News German Universities Differ 
. . . . . Completely From U.S. Colleges 
Pat Hill Reig11s As it'lilitary Quee11, At Topper; By llrms llugo Jrlol//, foreign C;~clumgc stmlent 
E 
• C ll · Student-life in postwar Europe and especially in Ger-Vening· 0 eg·e Bea,uty Grciteful Over H Oltor many is, of course, entirely different from that at an Amer-
ican university. Most families lost all their property during 
Honorary Cadet Colonel Shorthand Student At EC; the last world war and so only 30% of the students get finan-
F N days at Norwood High, she was or1ner orwoocl High Girl Lives In Hyde Park chosen as Y-Teen Queen in Nor- cial aid from their parents. German universities have a lec-
By Dorothy 'l'rage1er wood, the only other honor which ture time of only six months a 
When Mi.Ss Patricia Hill receives her Honorary Cadet she feels could even begin to year; that. gives most st.udents 
Colonel commission tonight she ma bubbl . · ·1- compare with her present one. ~le.nty of time to earn their own 
• • Y e over 111 a mi E hvmg. About 50% of the students 
hon words of thanks, but more probably she will smile her scorling Colonel Hill will be i'n Gei·many do all thei·r study-Paul Leugers, a former XU stu-
thanks warmly and be too thrilled to say anything. Pat is dent of two years who will re- ing on their own; but it takes 
willing to study, can afford a · 
university education. But of 
course it's harder than over here 
(but even interesting and enjoy-
able.) 
fairly overwhelmed by the honor which has been bestowed turn to Xavier later this year them .two or three semesters 
on her by the military depart- after he has completed his tour more to get an academic degree. EDITOit'S NOTE: Here is the 
secoml in a series of articles on 
German life by foreign student 
Wolff. 
ment at XU; so overwhelmed in Candidate Tea and has cam- of duty in the air force. Although Germany has, com-
fact, that she is having trouble paigned for me and helped me Interests varying from watch- pared with the other countries, 
finding words to express herself. ever since." ing football games to dancing the smallest number of scholar-
To quote Miss Hill, "I'm not too Honorary Cadet Colonel Hill 'til dawn keep· Pat busy and gay. ships, many students get a re-
good at talking about a thing will be installed Friday night, Her chief activity at XU is the duction of their tuition and fees. There is no campus. The stu-
like this. I'm surprised, yes, and Jan. 14, at the Military Ball at Sailing Club of which she is a But to get this the student has to dent rents his own "Studenten 
terrifically honored, and more the Topper by Miss Lois Hughes member. Most of Muskie games, make a special exam each semes- Bude" (his room). It should be 
than anything, I'm grateful-to who has held the honor since her both football and basketball, find ter, to prove his ability and in- situated in an isolated part of 
XOMM, and especially, Don Fess- installation last year. Pat as an active spectator. Bowl- dustry. the house so that he isn't dis-
ler. Don asked me to come to the Green-eyed, with hair that is ing is also high .on her list of All the German universities turbed during his studies. The 
not quite brown and not quite things to do. are run by the state, which also reason for the student isolating 
Registrar's Office blond, Pat Hill is a 21 year-old Equally proud of Pat are her guarantees the standard of edu- himself this way is not only that 
from Hyde Park. Pat spends her family-parents, a brother and cation. Tuition and fees paid by he may concentrate on his Posts Scholarships hours from 9 'til 5 as an account- two sisters. All of her many the students cover only about studies but it is more a preven-
Within the past few weeks, ing clerk for RCA. She is, in the friends have offered her congrat- 1/10 of the expenses of a modern tive measure to preserve the 
there have been received in the evening, a shorthand student at ulations enough to leave her university. So everyone who I peace of the neighborhhod from 
office of Mr. Raymond J. Fel- XUEC. During her high school amazed. passed the Gymnasium and is visiting friends. 
linger, registrar, various an-
nouncements of the availability 
of fellowships, scholarships and 
assistantships for those seniors 
who wish to continue in gradu-
ate study. Open to graduates of 
recognized colleges and univer-
sities thmughout the country, 
many graduate schools of high 
standing and reputation are of-
fering stipends and aids which 
vary in value from $350 to $2700 
per year. 
Such institutions as St. Louis 
U., Marquette, Nebraska, San 
Francisco, Indiana, Duke and 
Michigan ·are among those offer-
ing information. These various 
financial aids are available in 
· such areas as chemistry, history, 
mathematics, modern languages, 
the classics, all phases of busi-
ness, law, physics, philosophy, 
and practically all fields of grad-
uate 'work. 
Those seniors who are inter-
ested in securing information 
concerning the· many opportuni-
ties available are requested to 
consult with Mr. Fellinger, in the 
Registrar's Office, as soon as pos-
sible since many of the schools 
require that applications for 
scholarships, fellowships and 
other grants be rµade by the mid-
dle of February. 
Accountants Hem· CPA 
Mr. J. Tracy Kropp, CPA and 
resident partner of Peat, Mar-
wick, Mitchell & Co. addressed 
the Xavier Accounting Society on 
Monday evening, Jan. 10 in the 
Cash Memorial Conference Room. 
Mr. Kropp represents a national 
public accounting firm.. Three 
Xavier graduates, Al Kammer, 
Patrick Driscoll and John Reis 
are members of his staff. 
TUXEDO 
RENTAL 
* 
LANDEN, LTD. 
606 Vine St. 
I 
PArkway 7345 
Young manufacturing 
expert pioneers in 
automation at 
General Electric 
In 1964., our greatest shortage may be work-
ing people. This country's demand for elec-
trical goods will be 100 % greater than it 
is today. But there will be only 11 % more 
workmen. How can production per man be 
boosted enough to close the gap? 
For one answer,31-ycar-old I~ II.Alspach, 
Manager of .Manufacturing Development at 
G.E., is exploring automation. 
Automation: Continuous Automatic Production 
Automation is a way of manufacturing based 
on the continuous-flow concept. Products 
will be made, inspected, assembled, tested, 
and packaged by a series of integrated ma-
chines in one uninterrupted flow. As industry 
evolves toward greater automation, more 
workmen will become skilled machine spe· 
cialists or maintenance experts able to COil· 
trol complete systems. 
Phil Alspach and the men under him now 
draft layouts for automatic systems, tackle 
the engineering problems involved, design 
automation equipment, and even build some. 
23,000 College Graduates at G.E. 
This is a big and important job. Alspach was 
readied for it in a careful, step-by-step pro· 
gram of development. Like Alspach, each 
of C.E.'s 23,000 college-graduate employees 
is given his chance to grow, to find the work 
he does best, and to realize his futl potential. 
For General Electric has long believed this: 
When fresh young minds are given freedom 
to make progress, everybody benefits - the 
individual, the company, and the country. 
". 
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Mr. Maupin Finds Home At XU; Members. Of NACA 
T l . ~ A•d ··dB E • , Speak To Classes eac iing i e Y xperien,ce Of XU Accountants 
By Bob Brock um. Finally, he wound up broad- . 
SOUTH HALL ·SURVEY 
QUESTION: What Is your opinion of Cincinnati sports writers?. 
Reporter: Dave Allen 
"Oral communication (speech) casting in Cleveland. The followmg members of the 
se::::::::====:::::=:::::=::::::=55:5:::===:e:::::=:=:::5::::a====:e::::::=::::::::::=5:::e::::::=:=:::5::==:::::::= is so important to people they are He liked announcing, but de- Cincinnati Chapter of the Na-
Tom Coyne, '56: In my opinion tling them. willing to pay for it. They drop cided to try •his hand at some- tional Association of Cost Ac-
the greater number of Cincinnati Just for example, the way in thousands of dollars in coins into thing different. He became an countants addressed Xavier Ac.;, 
sport writers have for years which they condemned the Cleve- t~lephon~s ~aily," says Mr. Mau- advertising man but still wasn't countin·g students recently: Mr. 
aired their land Indians after seeing them pm, Xavier s speech expert. satisfied. In 1946, he came to N. Jouett Elmore, auditor of the 
p r e j u dices :... ·· .. · ·· •• · · · •: lose. the World Series in four An~ he ought to know! He's Xavier and has been happy here Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.; 
th r 0 ugh the •_ .· .. ·. . _ · _· straight games showed exactly been m the spee~h game now for since he can combine both his Mr. Cletis P. Elsen, production 
sport pages of .. ):( t .. .•• how unjust they really are. mm:iy years and has gotten ex- like for teaching and his love of control manager of E. Kahn's 
C i n c inn ati . ;:-·~r+-:' • • • per1ence from all over the coun- the speech arts with the oppor- Sons Co.; Mr. John E. Hampel, 
n e W spapers. W'!/·:~:·:-:.:1,:J•·: . Jo~n Dou~las, '58: In my es- triiesiding in Price Hill, Mr. ~~~~t; 1i~e d!~:c~~s~::~;:ie;~~s- controller of tire Mosler Safe Co.; 
F a v o r i t - .. tu~ahon, Cmcy has no sports- Maupin attended Dayton High and Mr. Vernon C. Hoffman, sec-
ism toward the writers wo~th mentioning with a School and the University of retary of the Queen City Forging 
University of few possible D'ayton. He's originally from Rifle Clubbers Set Co. 
Cincinnati has e x c e pt ions. Hamilton. S The speakers gave talks to 
grown to such Why does .the ...... · .. · .. · Being atb'acted to the speech coring Record classes in Auditing, Industrial 
P r 0 portions a~era~e C In - "/:_:::,:,., ·"I". arts field, he did graduate work The ROTC Rifle Club has set Accounting and Managerial Ac-
that no longer is a true picture nnat t ._,,.,. v "' t' Th' · th nd c1 tan wan .,. "~'»''" s.'* at Western Reserve in Cleveland d . coun mg. is Is e seco year 
of a sporting event possible. to know or f, i\ ..... ,~,j .:~ and St.ate University of Iowa .in a new team recor for a smgle that the NACA has instituted a 
• • • care to kn °w1· . r I"~~ : Iowa City, earning his M.A. from week's I fire scoring that will be program to present practical ap-
Jlm Buehler, '56: Yes, I do a b o u t t h e · " ·, '·. . . the latter. something for the team to shoot plications of these accounting 
think the sports writers are wives of O.S.U. · ";. '··. : : Mr. Maupin taught for five at. In the week ending Dec. 18, subjects in industry. 
prejudiced. If they happen to be players or how ", ,. , " years at Cathedral Latin High the team fired an 1877 out of a 
writing f 0 r a many children 1~ 'f! i School in Cleveland, but then, possible 2000, and in the process, consin, Mass., Idaho, and_ Florida 
winning team Bevo Francis is • " "' the radio bug hit him. And it defeated six other universities in State. The team has a {:ery er-
they · a 1 ways supporting? Also why read the stayed with him for six years. the postal match circuit to ex- tensive match schedule set up for 
put their team Cincinnati Sport Sections of to- He was an announcer for two tend its streak to eight wins. the coming months, and hopes for 
in the head_ day when you read the same Cincinnati radio stations, but Among the schools to fall be- a great deal of success to con-
lines, but if the news in last week's New York moved further south to gain more fore Xavier's Riflemen were tinually improve the group scor-
team sh 0 u1 d papers? valuable experience in the medi- Notre Dame, Northwestern, Wis- ing record. 
happen to lose 
you. have to 
look all o v e r 
for the write-
up and then all 
they do is offer excuses. I think 
they should give credit when it 
is due, but why over do it all the 
time? 
• • • 
BHI Daley: In my estimation the 
Cincinnati sportswriters are ter-
rible. One of their numerous 
faults is their 
constant use of 
cliches. I doubt 
very much if 
the majority of 
. them could 
: write an entire 
_·_·:• article without 
the use of many 
t r i t e expres-
. >ions. They also 
rnake a habit 
of misquoting people, thus belit-
Research Meetings 
Scheduled At XU 
(Continued from Page 6) 
critical commodities-our scien-
tifically trained manpower. ~we 
must use it wisely." 
Membership in the unit is on a 
non-pay status, but promotion 
and retirement points are grant-
ed. The usual 8 years of obliga-
tory reserve service Is reduced 
two years for each year of associ-
ation with the company. Associ-
ation with this unit does not in-
crease the "probability of being 
called to active duty. 
The program at the bi-weekly 
meetings of the Naval Research 
unit consists primarily of lec-
tures and many varied subjects 
by scientists and engineers from 
the Cincinnati-Dayton area. Mr. 
John B. Hart, instructor of Math-
ematics at Xavier, who is a mem-
ber, and former Officer-in-
Charge of the Cincinnati panel, 
urges all who are capable of ful-
fillin&: the requirements to con-
sider association with the Re-
search Reserve Company. 
Also invited are any Xavier 
students interested in science. 
Subjects on the agenda for dis-
cussion at the January meetings 
are Civil Defense, Bio-chemical 
Effects ·of Toxic Agents and Nu-
clear Aircraft Propulsion. Mr. 
Hart is available for contacting 
by anyone interested in joining, 
or wishing more .information. 
& 
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Janet Blair, Actress: "I have the fullest confi: 
dence in L&M's Miracle Tip ... and L&Ms taste 
so good, I made them my regular cigarette." 
Patricia Morison, Musical Comedy Star: "I 
~ LAM Filters. Never i:Jreamcd a filter ciga· 
r~tte could filler BO thoroughly, yet ~ so good!" 
Jluotfr Out moM Au THE usr1 
STANDS OUT FOR FLAVOR. ~he pure, white Miracle Tip draws 
easy, lets you enjoy all the taste. 
STANDS OUT FOR .EFFECTIVE FILTRATION. No filter compares 
with LAM's Miracle Tip for quallty or eft'ecliveness. 
ST ANDS 'OUT FOR HIGHEST QUALITY TOBACCOS, low nicotine 
tobaccos, LAM tobaccos ••• Light and Miid. 
.MUCH MORE FLAVOR - MUCH LESS NICOTINE 
Americas Best Filter Cigafette ~-·--
